
OHD – June 8th

Jim Hoyt, Jen Hoyt (zoom), Dave Merwin, John Herbert, Brennen Lorden, Lisa Walker, Brett Walker, Judy

Preston, Mac Johnston, Eric Bailey, Derek Allard

Jim asked for a motion to approve the meeting minutes from May 25th.  John moved to approve; Judy

seconded.

Jim talked about the vendors that are booked so far.

Jim spoke with state police.  They will help with closing down the road for the parade. David Croft will

put a car in parade.

Tammy is doing the parade and the chicken contest. She is not here so we can’t go over these things at

this time.  Jim said maybe she will show up later.

Chili contest.  Some categories: most spicy, most flavorful, best overall.  Brett mentioned that we should

just have one category.  Just best overall.  As it will be our first year and we have no idea how many

entries there will be.

Jim is going to call around and see if we can get some sponsors and gift cards.  Then we will decide what

we will use them for.

Mr. Bailey horseshoe tournament.  11-12 sign up then draw teams and start right off.  $10 buy in split

between 1st, 2nd and 3rd place. In the past the town has gotten the trophies.  They will need 2 for each.

14”, 12” and 10” trophies.  20 – 25 people every year. Mentioned that Nancy Hyden has gotten them in

the past.

Brennen spoke about the cornhole tournament.  Start at 3.  So far there are 25 to 30 teams with just a

little bit of advertising that’s been done. Thinking maybe 35 teams but will be caping at 40.  $20 per

team 50% to Salisbury Firemen’s Association other 50% split between 1st 2nd and 3rd.  Donated a yeti

cooler to first place team.  Yeti cuzi (sink all four in one turn).  The Lorden’s have donated 10 sets of

boards for tournament.  Sponsorship, decals for boards from local businesses. Any money from that will

be given to the SFA. Jarvis’ (bb vineyard), Mike Prete (the kitchen).  Tickets with raffle to get stuff thru

out the tournament. DJ for 3 hours.  Brennen was wondering if they could do announcements.  30 – 40

teams 10 boards set up corner of library to trees that are planters 30 x 100’.

Chad Lavoie, McGruff type stuff.

Parking is going to be premium.  Brennen asked to put signs out that say park on one side only. Everyone

agreed that that was a good idea.

Maybe get some people to sponsor the reptiles ($432) Motion was made not to do reptiles unless we get

the sponsor.  Seconded and passed.

Clown – Pam Ridge $225

Leapin - $175



Jenga and connect 4 - $157

DJ 2-5pm $225

Car Show – memorial field Richie Butterfield could probably get 40-50 cars.  Mac is saying we could

probably get 30 cars in there now. Discussion was that we should keep the cars and the muster separate.

Tractors are easier to control.  Maybe do tractors and antique fire equipment.

Mac motioned that we get rid of the car show and just do the tractor and antique fire equip.  Dave

seconded.

Pet parade is going to be on the regular parade form. Ribbon and ice cream from DQ for 1st 2nd and 3rd

Firefighter’s muster.  Prizes and such.  Extended to surrounding communities 6-8 towns.  Teams of 4 to 5.

A team from each or maybe 2.  8 timed stations. 11-4pm Explorers are thinking of setting up hot dog,

hamburgers for Saturday during cornhole and Sunday for muster.

John church chicken bbq.  Going to ask for donations. Round up some guys to flip chicken that day.

Noon to when sold out.

Vendor set up by 10.  They can come and set up tents on Friday night.

David Croft $25 and hour. Trouper (10-2) Saturday and may need another detail for Saturday will be

there for 4 hours.  Need coverage for cornhole and muster for alcohol consumption. Jim will speak with

state and David about coverage.

Chili and trophies in the past.  Now they have clocks. $80

Boston Cain holder. Isabel Bartz

2 cars John shared that Isabel is not up for going out in public, so she won’t be in parade.  John has a

contact to call for a car to drive citizen of the year.

Justyne – craft tent

Taysha, Tristina & Nicole – face paint and glitter tattoos

Andover Beacon – submission deadlines June 15th (July 1st),  July 15th (Aug 1st) looking for someone to write

the article

Brett is going to put together a small write up, poster with events happening and then we can update as

we have times. Include schedule as we get closer.

June 22nd at 7:15pm will be our next meeting.

Meeting ended at 8:25

Respectfully submitted

Lisa Walker

OHD Secretary


